explain the nature of cell differentiation, going back to Weissman's theory of selective loss of hereditary determinants, and brings us up to date with the latest views on differential genetic programming. He argues persuasively that cloning of embryonic and adult cells is an appropriate assay system for determining totipotency, genetic equivalency, and reversibility of differentiation in nuclei. The results of a wide range of experiments on cloning amphibians indicate that, while embryonic nuclei implanted into enucleated eggs will support normal development, i.e., can be cloned, nuclei from adult differentiated cells will not. Among the few exceptions to this rule are the experiments of Gurdon on Xenopus laevis where intestine nuclei implanted into eggs gave rise to a few normal cloned adults. The nature of the apparently irreversible changes that take place in adult cell nuclei is unclear, but subjecting the nuclei to various treatments and then using them for cloning may enable us to find out.
Another major issue addressed by McKinnell is the nature of transformation and malignancy. Cloning may be used as a technique for studying this change in cells. If the cells of a malignant tumor are irreversibly altered, e.g., by somatic mutation, it will probably prove impossible to use them for successful cloning. If Considering the fact that nongonococcal urethritis is the most common venereal disease in the world, it has taken us much time to differentiate it from gonorrhea and to elucidate its cause. The elegant epidemiologic work and scrupulous laboratory studies by King Holmes and his group in Seattle have, over the past few years, shown chlamydia to be the major, though not exclusive causal agent of nongonococcal urethritis. The range of chlamydial disease, however, extends beyond urethritis. In Hobson and Holmes' masterful editing of a recent symposium on chlamydia, the spectrum of disease becomes apparent. Not only lymphogranuloma venereum and oculogenital infection are discussed, but clinical problems of salpingitis, prostatitis, and other less familiar chlamydial diseases are succinctly covered. Perhaps the major problem in gaining more information on chlamydia has been the great difficulty in laboratory isolation. The review of this topic in the present volume is sure to be the standard reference for anyone working in the field. The standard laboratory methods are spelled out, and there are excellent and detailed reviews of more promising diagnostic areas such as tissue culture and immune electron microscopy. In sum, this is a worthwhile volume for anyone interested in laboratory aspects of nongonococcal urethritis. Although the clinical papers are both succinct and excellent, this is not a book for the average clinician.
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